Template for comments and secretariat observations
MB/N
C1

Line
number

Clause/
Subclause

(e.g. 17)

(e.g. 3.1)

Paragraph/
Figure/
Table/
(e.g. Table 1)

Type of
comment2

Date: 2014-05-30

Comments

Document: DIS 19763-10

Proposed change

CA01

135

Foreword

Part 11

Ed

Part 11 was cancelled, so should be removed
from the list of parts.

Make the correction.

CA02

411-414

9.2

second
bullet item

Te

The list of types applicable to Models should be
expanded. Also, it is unclear what 'the latter'
refers to.

Rewrite the paragraph as:

third bullet
item

Te

The list of types applicable to Model_Elements
should be clarified. Also, it is unclear what 'the
latter' refers to.

Rewrite the paragraph as:

New

Te

Add a new bullet to describe the applicability of
Designatable_Item.

Add the following new item:

CA03

CA04

1
2

415-420

425

9.2

9.2

Project:
Observations of the
secretariat

"Most instances of Model should be
instances of Registered_Item, but there are
exceptions. For example, in ISO/IEC 19763-3
instances of Registered_Ontology_Whole
will be instances of Registered_Item while
instances of Unregistered_Ontology_
Whole will not be registered, by definition."
Those instances of Model which are
registered will more likely be Administered_
Items, rather than Attached_Items.
"Most instances of Model_Element should
be instances of Registered_Item, but there
are exceptions. For example, in ISO/IEC
19763-3 instances of Registered_
Ontology_Atomic_Construct will be
instances of Registered_Item while
instances of Unregistered_Ontology_
Atomic_Construct will not be registered, by
definition." Those instances of Model_
Element which are registered might be
Administered_Items in their own right, but
are more likely to be Attached_Items,
attached to the Administered_Item that
represents the containing Model.

"Instances of any of the metaclasses might be
instances of Designatable_Item, allowing them to
be defined and or designated (named)."

MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **)
Type of comment: ge = general
te = technical
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MB/N
C1

CA05

CA06

1
2

Line
number

Clause/
Subclause

(e.g. 17)

(e.g. 3.1)

425

9.2

All

Paragraph/
Figure/
Table/
(e.g. Table 1)

New

Type of
comment2

Te

Ge

Date: 2014-05-30

Comments

Document: DIS 19763-10

Proposed change

Add a new bullet to describe the applicability of
Classifiable_Item.

Add the following new item:

If any further problems are discovered before or
during the Comment Resolution Meeting, and a
consensus can be reached on a solution, then
they should be corrected.

To be determined at the CRM as required.

Project:
Observations of the
secretariat

"Instances of any of the metaclasses might be
instances of Classifiable_Item, allowing them to
be classified."

MB = Member body / NC = National Committee (enter the ISO 3166 two-letter country code, e.g. CN for China; comments from the ISO/CS editing unit are identified by **)
Type of comment: ge = general
te = technical
ed = editorial
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